Preliminary framework for Familiar Auditory Sensory Training (FAST) provided during coma recovery
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Abstract—Since there remains a need to examine the nature of the neural effect and therapeutic efficacy/effectiveness of sensory stimulation provided to persons in states of seriously impaired consciousness, a passive sensory stimulation intervention, referred to as the Familiar Auditory Sensory Training (FAST) protocol, was developed for examination in an ongoing, double-blind, randomized clinical trial (RCT). The FAST protocol is described in this article according to the preliminary framework, which is a synthesis of knowledge regarding principles of plasticity and capabilities of the human brain to automatically and covertly process sensory input. Feasibility issues considered during the development of the intervention are also described. To enable replication of this intervention, we describe procedures to create the intervention and lessons learned regarding the creation process. The potential effect of the intervention is illustrated using functional brain imaging of nondisabled subjects. This illustration also demonstrates the relevance of the rationale for designing the FAST protocol. To put the intervention within the context of the scientific development process, the article culminates with a description of the study design for the ongoing RCT examining the efficacy of the FAST protocol.
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INTRODUCTION

Some survivors of severe traumatic brain injury (TBI) will recover full consciousness, and others will remain in
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participating site) is to determine the therapeutic efficacy by the human subjects institutional review board for each of the FAST protocol. The purpose of this article is to conceptual framework
describe the FAST protocol according to the underlying

Description of Experimental Intervention: FAST Protocol

The intervention is the FAST protocol, in which a research participant listens to a customized compact disc (CD) of digital recordings of a familiar voice first calling the subject’s name aloud and then telling a story about a memorable event from the “storyteller’s” perspective. The storytellers are selected by the research participant’s legally authorized representative. Persons eligible to be storytellers are those familiar to the research participant. The term “familiar” means that the persons (1) knew the participant for at least 1 year prior to injury, (2) experienced/participated in events with the research participant, and (3) interacted with the participant on a routine basis for at least 1 year prior to the severe TBI. Up to three different familiar people (e.g., spouse, sister, friend, parent, work colleague, or classmate) can serve as storytellers.

Each story starts with the storyteller calling the research participant’s name aloud three times. The name should be that used by the storyteller to refer to the research participant, and as such, it can be a nickname if the storyteller verbally referred to the participant by this nickname on a routine and common basis (1 year prior to injury). Each story must reflect the storyteller's perspective and recall of a memorable and specific event (e.g., ski trip, wedding, or birth of a child). Only events that were jointly engaged in by the storyteller and research participant are eligible to be stories included in the FAST protocol. All events must also have occurred at least 1 year prior to the date of the participant’s severe TBI. Four of the eight events must involve happy memories, and the other four events must involve sad, negative, or neutral memories. The emotions associated with each memory are those of the research participant. The storytellers identify the emotions that they think the participant attributes to the event. Stories cannot involve fearful memories or describe events likely to invoke fear in the research participant. Each story describes a different event, but if there is more than one storyteller, the stories may describe a similar event from each storyteller’s own perspective.

A minimum of eight stories are obtained from the one to three selected storytellers. The goal is for each story to last 5 minutes, but if some stories are shorter, more than eight stories will be needed because the minimum duration for story material is 40 minutes. The total duration of the FAST protocol is 1,680 minutes of familiar auditory sensory material, which is provided daily over 6 weeks. Each day of treatment is composed of 40 minutes of stories provided four times daily, in 10-minute segments at least 2 hours apart.

Conceptual Framework for Developing Experimental Intervention

The conceptual framework underlying the FAST protocol is a synthesis of knowledge regarding principles of neural plasticity, largely experience-dependent neural plasticity, and knowledge regarding the abilities of the human brain. We theorized that an intervention that applies certain principles of plasticity while leveraging the capabilities of the brain to automatically and covertly process sensory input would result in improved neurobehavioral functioning.

There are recent reviews in the literature summarizing the evidence of experience-dependent plasticity, and the majority of the principles that we translated to develop the experimental intervention are eloquently discussed in two reviews; one by Kleim and Jones in 2008 [14] and one by Ludlow et al. in 2008 [15]. In lieu of comprehensively reviewing this evidence, we describe each principle in relationship to how it influenced development of the experimental intervention. We also provide salient examples from the literature to illustrate each principle.

The intervention leverages evidence related to known abilities of the uninjured and injured human brain, and this evidence is derived largely from the body of neurosciences literature related to automatic and covert neural
processing. Since a comprehensive synthesis of this evidence is beyond the scope of this article, we describe these abilities and then illustrate each with examples from the literature.

Applying Principles of Experience-Dependent Neural Plasticity

The principles of plasticity collectively and in combination with knowledge of the abilities of the human brain provide the basis for the experimental intervention. The principles of plasticity, in isolation, do not sufficiently form a framework for the FAST protocol, but to enhance clarity, we describe each principle separately in this section.

The first principle is that relearning promotes plasticity because it creates functional neural connections. While this principle is based on ample evidence that the nervous system changes to support relearning [16], we also know that severe brain injury will change the way relearning will occur. Fortunately, there is a growing body of evidence from the basic sciences and clinical stroke literature that the neural processes supporting relearning alone and in combination with rehabilitation exercises can promote plasticity of the injured brain [17]. Since the evidence indicates that each patient with severe brain injury will have unique neural processes supporting relearning, the **translation** of this principle means that we should develop an intervention that could be customized to each patient and combined with other training tasks.

A principle closely aligned with relearning is “specificity,” which means that the nature of the plasticity will be dictated by the nature of the training experience. To produce significant changes in patterns of neural activity and potentially brainstem-thalamo-cortical connectivity (disrupted after severe TBI), the training experience must involve relearning of a skill or knowledge rather than mere use or exposure. A training experience that involves relearning involves a specific modality because it is thought that focusing on a specific modality changes “subsets of neural circuitry involved in more general function,” thereby influencing the capacity to acquire other functions in nontrained modalities [14]. This principle was eloquently illustrated in a recent review of the literature regarding the distinct neurophysiological mechanisms subserving training-induced plastic changes within auditory pathways (e.g., learning to discriminate environmental sounds) [18]. Translation of this principle to address our goal, of developing an intervention to improve neurobehavioral functioning in general, indicated that we should identify a sensory task that will dictate higher-level cortical activations and processing and that will reference and possibly engage subsets of neural circuits. As explained in more detail later in this article, this is one reason why we chose familiarity, particularly explicit episodic-related familiarity, for our sensory training task.

Two closely related principles are “use it or lose it” and “use it and improve it” [14–15]. The former indicates that neural circuits will degrade if not engaged in task performance for extended periods of time and that the failure to use specific brain functions will lead to skill degradation. This was first demonstrated in the 1960s when kittens were deprived of light, and after deprivation, the number of neurons in the visual cortex responding to light was reduced [19]. The rationale for providing sensory stimulation to persons in states of seriously impaired consciousness [12–13,20–21] is based largely on the “use it or lose it” principle.

“Use it and improve it” indicates that training experiences that use specific brain functions can enhance those functions [15]. Some of the first research supporting this principle was published by Nudo et al. in 1990, who demonstrated that intracortical microstimulation of adult rats on the area of the motor cortex that represents caudal and rostral forelimb movements significantly expanded this cortical representation [22]. Later work demonstrated that the rat motor cortex reorganized after motor movements improved following motor skill training tasks [23]. Applying this principle indicated to us that optimal sensory input is input that targets specific neural functions or circuits to reference and perhaps engage.

Changing intensity and repetition are two closely related principles of experience-dependent plasticity. Changes in neural substrates via changing intensity and repetition have been demonstrated in several bodies of literature, including the highly repetitive multimodal training undertaken by professional musicians [24]. Professional musical training illustrates that neural changes may not become consolidated until after skill mastery and that use of multiple modalities during training increases or changes the intensity of training without, necessarily, increasing the repetition of identical exercises [25]. That is, the evidence indicates that use of multiple modalities to engage or reference a common subcircuit will increase or change the intensity of referencing or engaging of the common subcircuit [24]. Therefore, intensity can be increased or changed via multiple repetitions of identical tasks [26] and via use of multiple modalities targeting the same subcircuits.
Evidence derived from studies of constraint-induced language therapy techniques illustrates the use of intense repetition of highly similar exercises to improve function [26]. These techniques promote use of the impaired linguistic functions continuously without pause, and evidence indicates some success with this intense repetition [26–27]. We translated the principle of intense repetition cautiously because increasing intensity simply by increasing the number of repetitions of identical tasks can cause habituation and overuse, and this is particularly concerning for severe brain injury. The concept of muscle fatigue, related to performing too many of the same physical exercises, illustrates our concern. That is, there is evidence of maladaptive responses to highly intense motor treatment programs involving overuse of a muscle [28].

Some forms of plasticity require relearning of the knowledge or skill as well as continuous repetitive performance of the skill over time and, perhaps, with greater intensity, but for persons with a severe brain injury, central nervous system (CNS) metabolic fatigue and subcircuit fatigue must be considered when determining intensity and repetition. Application of the principles of changing intensity and repetition to develop our intervention meant, therefore, that we had to determine a daily “dose” of the experimental stimulation with a schedule of repetition that would not overly fatigue the patient. These principles indicated further that we had to develop multiple modality inputs that target common subcircuits, thereby changing intensity while avoiding intense repetition of identical sensory input.

The experience-dependent principle referred to as “saliency” is based on evidence indicating that there is a neural system that mediates saliency and, further, that engaging this system is critical to driving experience-dependent plasticity. While we are far from understanding the underlying neural mechanisms that modulate recovery by saliency, Kleim and Jones summarize ample evidence indicating that acetylcholine, emotion, motivation, and attention each contribute to saliency of training experiences [14]. There is also emerging evidence that the midbrain (superior colliculus) contributes to mediating saliency of sensory input [29]. Given the evidence collectively, we sought to leverage these contributors to saliency when developing the content of the intervention.

Evidentiary Concepts of Human Brain’s Capabilities

In addition to applying the previously mentioned principles of neural plasticity, the FAST protocol was developed in accordance with evidence of the human brain’s ability to (1) automatically respond to passive sensory input, (2) covertly process sensory information, (3) automatically respond to unexpected auditory stimuli, (4) retain new information on a short-term basis, (5) engage long-term memory (LTM) circuits, (6) distinguish between familiar and nonfamiliar events, and (7) orient to incoming information. These abilities are described separately and examples of investigations reported in the literature are provided to illustrate these abilities.

Automatic and Covert Neural Processing of Passive Sensory Input

There is evidence from investigations of a variety of patient populations indicating that human brain activity changes automatically in response to passive sensory input and, further, that neural processing can occur in a manner that is not detectable at a behavioral level or covertly. One study illustrating the concept of automatic responsiveness involved providing anesthetized patients undergoing cardiac surgery with auditory instructions regarding a specific memory task [30]. During the exposure to the auditory information, the patients exhibited automatic changes in auditory evoked potentials. A more pertinent example is a study conducted with five patients in a vegetative state (VS) from hypoxic events [31]. This report provided evidence of automatic changes in activation within the primary auditory cortex, as measured with auditory evoked potentials, while the patients were listening to clicking sounds.

The study of anesthetized cardiac patients also illustrates the concept of covert processing. Postanesthesia, the patients had significantly better implicit recall (i.e., primed recall of memory) relative to explicit recall (i.e., conscious recollection of memory) for the events they were instructed to remember (while anesthetized) [30]. Investigations of visuospatial neglect further illustrate the concept of covert processing; Marshall and Halligan, for example, reported evidence indicating that a patient with left visual neglect could not directly supervise visual attention to the left visual field, but could discriminate between visual pictures presented in the left visual field [32]. Marshall and Halligan’s patient judged two pictures presented in the left visual field to be identical, but the pictures were actually different—one was a picture of a burning house and the other was a picture of the same house that was not burning. When asked to choose which house she preferred to live in, despite judging the pictures to be identical, the patient chose to live in the house that was not burning.
There are case reports of persons in states of seriously impaired consciousness that also provide evidence illustrating the concept of covert processing [33–36]. Moritz et al., for example, reported evidence of cortical activation measured with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), in the absence of behavioral responses, to visual (blinking light), auditory (narrated text), and somatosensory (bilateral palm scratching) stimuli [36]. Detected activation was in expected regions of the cortex, suggesting covert processing of passive sensory information. Menon et al. used positron emission tomography (PET) to study covert processing for a patient who had become comatose after a febrile illness [35]. The patient did not demonstrate consistent motor or visual behavioral responses to passive sensory input. During the PET scan, the patient was exposed to photographs of familiar faces and to control photographs (i.e., same pictures but repixellated to remove structure), and the familiar pictures elicited significant cortical activation in logical areas (e.g., right fusiform gyrus).

Automatic Neural Responses to Unexpected Auditory Stimuli

Evidence regarding the brain’s ability to covertly process passive sensory input and automatically detect change in input is particularly well established for the auditory system (e.g., emergency alert signals interrupting regular radio programming), and this evidence is derived largely from investigations of “mismatched negativity” (MMN) [37]. MMN is an index of the brain’s response that is evoked when a deviant or unexpected auditory event is inserted into a series of repeated auditory events [38–39]. MMN, an index of the brain’s automatic response to detecting this unexpected change in routine auditory input, can be elicited by altering aspects of the auditory input including frequency, duration, intensity, sound location, silence in place of tone, or phoneme replacement. MMN is typically measured with electroencephalography or magnetoencephalography [38], but some studies also measure it with electrooculography [39–40]. MMN is calculated as the difference or mismatch between the brain’s response to the repetitive sequence of auditory input and the brain’s response to the deviant or unexpected auditory input [41]; the difference between responses or mismatch in responses equals MMN.

MMN studies of the auditory system indicate that automatic brain activity is elicited in the absence of supervised attention [40]. A pertinent example of this concept is a study in which electrophysiological recordings of comatose patients were completed within 48 hours of occurrence of a severe brain injury. The MMN signal was elicited in 4 of the 18 patients, and these 4 patients recovered full consciousness within 48 hours of the recordings, while the remaining 14 patients did not [42]. Another study examined MMN in patients who remained in a VS for at least 1 month postinjury. The amplitude and peak latency of the MMN signal were analyzed as a function of levels of consciousness [39]. Results from another MMN experiment with patients in VSs and minimally conscious states (MCSs) measured MMN in response to the subject’s own name being called aloud. Reported findings indicated that the presence of MMN response significantly correlated with transition from VS to MCS [43]. While the authors of each of these MMN experiments theorized that the presence of MMN signaled recovery of the neural mechanisms necessary for information processing and/or recovery of consciousness [39,42–43], the presence of MMN illustrates that automatic detection of auditory change can be independent of supervised attention to auditory stimuli.

Role of Short- and Long-Term Memory in Automatic Detection of Unexpected Auditory Stimuli

MMN evidence indicates that the human brain’s ability to automatically respond to unexpected auditory input is enabled, in part, by the ability to activate recent sensory input stored on a short-term basis (short-term memory [STM]) in the auditory cortex [44] and by the ability to activate previously established memory traces specific to familiar auditory elements encoded in neuronal assemblies or LTM circuits [40–41] that are distributed over sensory, motor, and association areas of the brain [16].

Neurocomputational studies analyzing the STM and LTM components of eliciting MMN [41] indicate that neuronal adaptation [45] and local inhibition [46] of cortical activity explain the brain’s ability to detect change when a repeated unfamiliar sound changes in frequency. The brain’s responses to changes in repeated familiar stimuli, however, are enabled by neuronal adaptation, local inhibition, and activation of LTM circuits that emerged in the cortex during the learning of these stimuli. Automatic neural responses observed when familiar auditory input is unexpectedly changed are much stronger, relative to unfamiliar auditory input, because LTM circuits are engaged [41]. In summary, activation of LTM circuits is not necessary for automatic detection of changes in unfamiliar auditory stimuli patterns, but it is necessary for automatic detection of changes in familiar auditory stimuli.
Processing of Familiar and Emotional Information

Given that the brain’s ability to engage an LTM trace from a familiar auditory prompt involves processing in higher-level association areas as well as sensory systems, it is not surprising that processing of familiar stimuli and emotional information also involve higher-level cortical processing. A seminal investigation by Imaizumi et al. [47] demonstrated, for the first time, that the neural processes responsible for speaker identification via vocal recognition are the same processes involved in familiar face recognition (i.e., fusiform face area and the bilateral temporal poles) [48]. Imaizumi et al. studied six healthy males who completed speaker and emotion identification tasks during a PET scan. Four speakers (two male and two female) spoke three examples each of eight nonaffective words with four different emotional tones—surprise, disgust, happiness, and anger. The six subjects guessed the identity of the speaker and guessed the expressed emotion. Reported findings indicate that familiar voice perception involves identification of prosody (e.g., pitch, tempo), and the right hemisphere plays a dominant role in prosody perception. We also know that the left auditory cortex is more involved in the processing of vocal (e.g., speech encoding) versus nonvocal (e.g., tones) information [49–50]. Imaizumi et al. demonstrated further that vocal identification of a speaker involves the bilateral temporal poles, right lingual gyrus, and left parahippocampus. Temporal pole involvement is thought to be related to recall of known phenomenon, and hippocampal involvement is thought to contribute to the reestablishment of connections between vocal representations and biological information stored in LTM.

Imaizumi et al.’s results also showed that identification of vocal emotion involved the cerebellum, left middle frontal gyrus, and right inferior frontal gyrus. Results from investigations of emotional disorders served to support Imaizumi et al.’s findings regarding the relationship between emotion identification and the cerebellum [51–52]. The prefrontal cortices have also been found to be involved in identification of negative and positive vocal emotions [47]. The cerebellum is thought to be involved because affective stimuli induce subjective feelings corresponding to changes in gestures, facial expressions, and physiological indicators. Emotional identification, therefore, involves recall and autonomic activity driven by the cerebellum.

Additional investigations expanded upon Imaizumi et al.’s findings regarding the neural processes that enable familiar face, familiar voice, and emotion recognition [53–54]. These later investigations indicate that, irrespective of sensory modality, familiarity processing is more specifically associated with increased activity in the posterior cingulate cortex, including the retrosplenial cortex, whereas the left frontal and right temporal poles are involved in the recognition of familiar voices. Neuropsychological studies specify further that the right parietal region plays a role in familiar voice identification or recognition, and that the bilateral temporal regions are involved in discrimination of unfamiliar voices [55–56].

Brain Priming and Familiarity Processing

Studies of neural responses to a subject’s own name called aloud after anesthesia and during coma indicate that familiarity processing enhances the subsequent processing of novel information by capturing the comatose patient’s attention and orienting (i.e., prefrontal activity) the patient to subsequent stimuli [57–59]. In addition to a priming effect, reported evidence indicates that the probability of eliciting more responses to auditory tones increased when tonal stimuli were coupled with familiar vocal stimuli such as the subject’s own name. These findings are in accordance with several studies in which results indicate that calling the subject’s own name aloud captures attention without directed or focused effort and disrupts ongoing cognitive activities [60–63]. In 2007, Di et al. reported evidence indicating that auditory cortex activation was elicited for five of seven VS patients when their name was called aloud by a familiar voice. While Di et al. did not report the use of a control task, they did report that four MCS patients demonstrated similar responses and two of the MCS patients had activation in higher-level association areas (i.e., middle temporal and superior temporal areas) [64].

Summary of Preliminary Framework for FAST Protocol

To leverage evidence of how brain priming enhances processing of subsequent stimuli, each story starts with the patient first being alerted to upcoming stimuli via hearing their name called aloud. The stories leverage preinjury memories of voices/prosody, people (i.e., syntactic language structure, pragmatics), and events (i.e., experiential/episodic memory) that are happy, sad, and neutral and are encoded in LTM [65]. Rather than referencing or engaging STM circuits, enabled when auditory information is retained on a short-term basis in the auditory cortex, we
sought to engage or reference LTM circuits because of STM deficits typical with severe TBI. Therefore, we sought to optimize the possibility of engaging or referencing well-established neural circuits because “exercising” these LTM circuits should promote higher-level cortical activation of neural processes related to LTM, familiarity, and auditory processing.

Stories describing specific events, rather than recalling other familiar information encoded in LTM (e.g., college major, career plans and aspirations, family genealogy), were selected to leverage knowledge related to the principle of specificity. That is, stories related to specific events will be richer because they are laden with details that can possibly reference multiple sensory modalities. Retelling of an event can include visual, tactile, olfactory, and auditory descriptions that help to bring the story “to life.” Leveraging LTM circuits also allowed us to customize the intervention to each subject, thereby optimizing opportunities for engaging neural processes unique to each subject that must be enabled to promote relearning. We theorized that targeting an LTM circuit via multiple sensory modalities described verbally would possibly reference or engage a common subset of neural circuits involved in general neurobehavioral functioning.

Familiar, rather than nonfamiliar, voices were selected for the stories because of evidence of differential (i.e., more) neural activity to voice pattern recognition and contrasting pitch with complex auditory sequences within the primary auditory areas as well as downstream auditory association areas. This evidence of increased activation to familiar voices in higher-level cortical areas combined with evidence that engagement of LTM traces requires familiar stimuli indicated that familiar people, encoded in the participant’s LTM, should be used as the storytellers.

Emotional content is included in the stories (i.e., happy, sad, and negative events) because emotion is an inherent parameter of the LTM trace and because passive emotion identification is also known to engage higher-level cortical processing and/or elicit unsupervised neural responses. Leveraging stories laden with emotions enhances motivation and attention to the sensory training experience, thereby optimizing the principle of saliency. To minimize the possibility of overloading the brain’s ability to engage emotional processing mechanisms for patients in states of seriously impaired consciousness, we ensure that one or two of the eight stories are neutral in emotion.

To leverage knowledge of the roles of repetition, relearning, and referencing and/or engagement (activation) of LTM traces, we repeat the intervention daily for 6 weeks. We chose to repeat the intervention four times a day for 6 weeks because of the relationships between repetition and learning, but we also chose to play eight different stories to minimize the possibility of habituation and to leverage knowledge of how intensity can be changed when multiple tasks target the same LTM circuits. While the schedule of repetition was driven by practical considerations, such as working around scheduled therapy sessions and requiring the patient to be awake to listen to the CDs, the schedule of repetition was largely determined according to the evidentiary framework. That is, the stimuli needed to be repeated enough to maximize opportunities to systematically manipulate neural activity in a controlled manner to ultimately alter axonal impulses and interrupt or modulate ongoing neuronal activity so that LTM traces could be engaged or referenced [66–67]. Repeated passive exposure to familiar vocal stimulation, in the format of stories with largely emotional content describing events encoded in LTM, is used as the experimental sensory stimulation intervention because evidence indicates that the human brain can automatically (1) elicit covert neural processing, (2) elicit unsupervised neural responses, and (3) reference and/or engage LTM traces [68].

In summary, the underlying principle of the FAST protocol is that it is structured so as to be relevant, salient, and inherently recognizable by persons in states of seriously impaired consciousness. The auditory training is familiar to the patient because it is specifically designed to be experientially relevant and, thus, has the greatest chance of actively referencing and engaging neural circuits. The presumption is that plasticity operates under a principle of active engagement of the subject rather than passive stimulation of a subject presumed to be broadly receptive. The context-dependent stimulation, in which the context must take into account the relevancy of the stimulation for each participant, is key to optimizing the possibility of active engagement and emotional response.

METHODS: FAST PROTOCOL—PROCEDURES FOR CREATING STORIES

A clinical researcher (i.e., physical, occupational, or speech therapist) initiates a dialog with the three storytellers identified by the research participant’s legal representative.
The purpose of the initial dialog is to provide support and to facilitate creation of the stories. This dialog involves reviewing the FAST protocol with the storyteller and answering their initial questions. The researchers encourage storytellers to use multiple strategies to identify story topics, such as looking at photographs and videos and talking with other friends/family members. Recalling special occasions such as holidays, vacations, or birthdays has helped storytellers conjure up memories that can be used in the happy recordings, and recalling job losses, home remodeling projects, deaths in the family, or moving may be used in the sad and neutral recordings. Storytellers are encouraged to include sensory details (visual, olfactory, tactile, auditory), such as where the event took place; the people who were there; and all of the sights, sounds, and smells associated with that memory. The inclusion of these details “set[s] the sensory scene” for the story. Once the sensory scene is set, the storyteller is instructed to write their story and then time themselves at least once to ensure the duration of each story is adequate.

After the storyteller has practiced reading the story aloud with the clinical researchers, the story is then recorded using a handheld digital voice recorder. The recordings take place in a private room to make the storyteller comfortable and keep background noise to a minimum. The storytellers are instructed and coached by the clinical researchers to speak in their normal voice (volume, pitch) and to use normal speech patterns (prosody, tone, rate), without editing for specific grammar, syntax, or pronunciations that are not inherent to the storyteller.

Once the stories are digitally recorded, they are then edited for length and sound quality using a commercially available sound editing program. Stories longer than 5 minutes are edited down to be as close to 5 minutes as possible. Distracting background noises such as echoes, door slams, or other white noise are eliminated. Aspects of the storyteller’s natural or normal speaking patterns (e.g., speech rate) are not edited. Once the stories have been edited for sound quality and content, the stories are all adjusted to the same volume level (using the same sound editing software), between 50 to 75 dB. Prior to copying the sound-edited stories onto CDs, we listen to the stories through headphones to make sure that the volume is at a comfortable listening level without abrupt increases or drops in volume levels. After creating the CDs, the sound levels are checked a third time with a sound level meter.

RESULTS: LESSONS LEARNED

While ideal scenarios have presented themselves to researchers on more than one occasion, there have also been unique challenges and lessons learned regarding the creation of the stories. An example of the ideal scenario is when one family quickly identified three people to complete recordings. One family member voluntarily took the lead to delegate and coordinate who would do each story and instructed each storyteller to contact the research team by a specific deadline. Prior to the delegated deadline, each storyteller had contacted the researchers and scheduled a recording session. Each storyteller had the stories written and timed prior to the scheduled session, ensuring a sufficient amount of content for a 5-minute story. Recording was completed with each of the storytellers in a single session that lasted approximately 30 minutes.

Since each patient and family presents a unique set of circumstances, creating and recording the stories is not always as straightforward as the preceding example. Issues that potential storytellers are dealing with may include the acute stages of coping with the traumatic event that caused the participant’s injuries. This can result in difficulty focusing on creating and recording the stories. The stories involving negative memories may be especially challenging at this time, particularly if the stories raise unresolved issues.

Other challenging issues relate to the quality of the relationships between the storytellers, having enough content for stories, or motivation to generate the stories. One subject, for example, had family members identified to record stories quickly, but the relationships between the storytellers were strained. The research team took the lead, in this situation, to discuss the protocol with each storyteller individually and to coordinate who would do the happy versus sad and neutral stories. Despite being provided a story completion deadline, the psychological and emotional strain the storytellers’ were experiencing delayed story completion. Some family members had not timed their stories prior to recording sessions, necessitating multiple and protracted sessions to allow revisions and additions. Another storyteller started with a story that involved a mutually experienced LTM, but then shifted into plans for the future as the main content of the story. This story was eliminated, and an additional story was obtained.

While each research participant’s circle of family, friends, and/or significant others presents unique circumstances and issues, the one common theme is engagement.
That is, the storytellers have reported feeling as though they have made a meaningful contribution to the participant’s rehabilitation as well as a sense of control over a segment of the participant’s medical rehabilitation program.

DISCUSSION

Conceptualizing the Intervention: Feasibility Issues

The FAST protocol was developed to address the need for an affordable sensory stimulation intervention that can be feasibly implemented in daily rehabilitation. Therefore, while conceptualizing the intervention, feasibility issues related to affordability and implementation by allied health clinicians and caregivers during and after acute rehabilitation were carefully considered. A further constraint imposed by the study design is the use of fMRI as one method to investigate mechanisms of neurobehavioral changes detected in the ongoing RCT.

We sought to develop an intervention that would be affordable for most patients, regardless of their healthcare insurance benefits. Affordability relates to both the device used to deliver the sensory input in a standard manner and also to the fact that the majority of patients receive unpaid long-term caregiving services from family members, significant others, and friends. Many devices used to deliver customized visual sensory information in a standard manner are either expensive, require computer programming, and/or require costly maintenance (e.g., visual laser chase technology, virtual reality). The auditory modality offered a variety of low-tech devices (e.g., CD players, MP3 players) that can be purchased for a range of prices and that can play customized audio recordings. The low-cost and low-tech nature of audio devices combined with the ease with which caregivers could use the devices, after the stories were created and recorded, suggested leveraging the auditory modality rather than the visual modality. These issues suggested further that a passive rather than a contingent stimulation strategy would enhance affordability when research findings are translated to daily rehabilitation and also provide more choices for sensory stimuli material that was familiar to the participant prior to injury (i.e., encoded into LTM), enabling us to further leverage principles of plasticity and abilities of the brain.

Since fMRI is an informative tool that we wanted to use to obtain mechanistic data, we examined feasibility of using fMRI to examine neural responses to visual, auditory, and temperature inputs in patients who were either comatose, VS, or MCS by contrasting a fixation cross projected on a screen with flashing checkerboards [69], preinjury music preferences with and without lyrics, hot and cold temperatures, as well as nonfamiliar and familiar voices relative to nonvocal sounds.

The visual modality was eliminated because not all patients in states of seriously impaired consciousness maintain eye-opening, and this would potentially become impossible to systematically control in an RCT. Temperature was eliminated as an intervention modality for two reasons. Since the biomedical device necessary to provide temperatures in a standardized manner that is also magnet compatible was not owned by every participating research site, fMRI examination of responses to passive temperature stimuli could become cost prohibitive in a clinical trial. Temperature was also eliminated because of constraints related to associating specific temperatures to preinjury/LTM memory traces (e.g., downhill snow skiing versus water skiing).

Given the constraints related to the visual and temperature modalities, the affordability and low-tech nature of auditory devices, and the theory and evidence previously summarized, we selected the auditory modality for our intervention.

Illustration of Rationale for Developing and Examining FAST Protocol

To demonstrate the effects of familiar auditory stimulation, this section provides findings from repeat functional imaging of persons without TBI listening to familiar and nonfamiliar voices orally reading a short story (Figure 1). The methods used to acquire and analyze the images in Figure 2 are provided in Figure 1. Figure 2 displays mean activation ($p < 0.001$) maps (T-maps) and the brain slice for each image is defined by the coordinates $(x, y, z)$, which are provided at the bottom of each image; a z-plane map is provided for reference.

The activation maps in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) demonstrate the activation to familiar voices orally reading a short story (FV Lang) and nonfamiliar voices orally reading the same story (NFV Lang). Figure 2(c) shows activation to nonfamiliar voices accounting for activation due to familiar voices. The familiar voice language map (Figure 2(d)) illustrates activation to familiar voices reading the story after accounting for/controlling for activation due to nonfamiliar voices. A direct comparison of Figures 2(c) and 2(d) indicates, as expected, differential (more) neural responses...
fMRI Methods

**Subjects:** No neurological history: 2 right-handed females (22 & 29 yr) & 2 right-handed males (34 & 45 yr).

**fMRI Block Design Protocol:**
- Passive listening to set of auditory stimuli repeated 8 times; each set includes 6 types of audition & each type lasts approximately 30 s; randomized presentation order of auditory stimuli within each of 8 sets.
- Stimuli illustrated in Figure 2 contrast FV & NFV, where NFV is gender matched to FV. Each subject listens to FV & NFV orally reading this short story (FV Lang & NFV Lang):
  “A young man worked the night shift at the hospital, and every night his wife waited up for him. One night, he decided to treat his wife to a midnight snack. He stopped at an all-night diner and ordered a hot fudge sundae to go. As he waited for it, he saw a jar of dill pickles on the counter. When the proprietor came back with the ice cream, the young man ordered a pickle for himself. The proprietor put the sundae and the pickle in a box and said the total came to three dollars. The young man reached for his wallet, only to find he had left it at work. All he had was a dollar and fifty cents in change. The owner looked at the ice cream, then at the pickle, and smiled. He told the young man a dollar-fifty was enough.”

**Repeat Scans:** 6 wk between repeat scans using identical protocols.

**Image Acquisition:** Whole brain, single-shot gradient echo planar imaging sensitive to contrast on 3T Siemens Trio whole body scanner with 12-channel head coil. For all scans (TR = 3 s; TE = 40 ms; FOV = 220 mm), initial 6 volumes were discarded to allow gradient stabilization.

**Image Processing & Analyses:** All functional images were corrected for slice timing & realigned in SPM5 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). All structural images were normalized to MNI152 template & then mean image was created. Whole brain analyses were computed using SPM5. Motion parameters were included as regressors. Whole brain activation was averaged for each individual stimulus. Fixed effect analysis was used to identify average responses for these contrasts: FV > 0, NFV > 0 (Figures 2(a) & 2(b), respectively), NFV > FV (Figure 2(c)), & FV > NFV (Figure 2(d)). Since results are not corrected for multiple comparisons, significant activation is set at $p < 0.001$. Random effect (second level) analysis was avoided considering small sample size (<10 subjects).

**Figure 1.**

to the familiar voice. More activation of the whole brain is seen for the familiar voice (1.9 % more activation and 51 more voxel clusters activated). In addition to a greater proportion of the brain activated, there is activation in more areas of the brain and these areas involve higher-level cortical processing areas. The significant ($p < 0.001$) activation in response to hearing familiar voices is illustrated (Figure 2(d)) in the prefrontal cortices, posterior cingulate cortex, parietal cortices (e.g., superior longitudinal fasciculus), temporal lobes bilaterally, and caudate nucleus.

In summary, the familiar voices relative to nonfamiliar elicit more neural responses, and this increased activation is located in higher-level cortical processing regions. These findings illustrate the effect of familiar auditory stimulation on the uninjured brain and provide further rationale to develop the FAST protocol and to examine it in the ongoing RCT.

**CONCLUSIONS: RANDOMIZED CLINICAL TRIAL—PURPOSE AND DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR DESIGN FEATURES**

The FAST protocol was developed, in part, because of the effects illustrated in the preceding section, and it is being examined in a double-blind RCT to determine whether or not this effect improves neurobehavioral functioning for persons in states of seriously impaired consciousness after severe TBI.

The RCT is a multisite study, in which subjects are recruited from Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and private acute rehabilitation hospitals and from communities surrounding the geographic area of Chicago, Illinois, in the United States. Persons 18 years or older with severe TBI who have been comatose, VS, or MCS for at least 28 consecutive days and are within 1 year of injury are eligible for study enrollment. Persons are excluded if
Figure 2.
(a) Activation to familiar voice (FV) reading story (FV > 0).
(b) Activation to nonfamiliar voice (NFV) reading story (NFV > 0).
(c) Differential activation to NFV reading story (NFV > FV).
(d) Differential activation to FV reading story (2% of whole brain; 52 voxel clusters) (FV > NFV).
(e) z-plane reference map.
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their primary brain injury is nontraumatic (e.g., vascular, anoxia) and if they experienced a seizure within the month preceding study enrollment. Additional exclusion criteria are shown in Figure 3.

Enrolled subjects are screened for adequate hearing prior to randomization to the experimental group (FAST) and sham control group; randomization to group is stratified within each site. Screening includes a brainstem auditory evoked potential (BAEP) and the auditory measure derived from the Disorders of Consciousness Scale (DOCS) [70–72]. The presence of wave I [73] from the BAEP combined with the DOCS auditory measure [71,74] indicate, for the RCT, that the patient is sufficiently receiving sound.

Each participant receives a portable CD player at a preset volume to play the CDs. The experimental group receives the FAST protocol, and the sham group receives 1,680 minutes of silence provided in 10 minute daily segments at least 2 hours apart. For the sham group, each 10-minute recording is a digital recording of silence. For both groups, the order of playing the CDs is randomized daily. Prior to obtaining baseline measures, each subject is titrated off of CNS stimulants. If a subject has been prescribed these stimulants as part of their usual care, they are then titrated back up to the stimulant dose after baseline measures are obtained. Since subjects are randomized to group, they can receive prescribed stimulants throughout the assigned intervention and usual medical rehabilitation care prescribed to them at time of study enrollment (e.g., range of motion, speech therapy two times a week).

Research staff obtaining measures of effect, nurses, clinical teams, family, significant others, and visitors are blinded to group assignment. Neurobehavioral testing is repeated weekly and it includes the DOCS [75]; the primary outcome is change in DOCS measures between baseline measures at least 2 hours apart.  For the sham group, each repeated weekly and it includes the DOCS [75]; the primary outcome is change in DOCS measures between baseline measures at least 2 hours apart. For the sham group, each 10-minute recording is a digital recording of silence. For both groups, the order of playing the CDs is randomized daily. Prior to obtaining baseline measures, each subject is titrated off of CNS stimulants. If a subject has been prescribed these stimulants as part of their usual care, they are then titrated back up to the stimulant dose after baseline measures are obtained. Since subjects are randomized to group, they can receive prescribed stimulants throughout the assigned intervention and usual medical rehabilitation care prescribed to them at time of study enrollment (e.g., range of motion, speech therapy two times a week).

On a final note, it is important to mention that while the FAST protocol is theorized to extract consistent response across subjects, the only constants in the structure of the FAST protocol are duration, familiarity, and emotion. Each participant receives completely different auditory stimulation, with the differences spanning almost all parameters of measurement of the structure of the auditory stimulation (e.g., speech rate, prosody). These parameters are included in the FAST protocol because we theorize that they will therapeutically affect how the injured brain processes and responds to the stimulation. The ongoing RCT, however, will not identify which parameter drives the brain’s responses, but it will identify whether the brain responds and how this relates to changes in neurobehavioral functioning. Future research should be conducted to identify the parameters of the FAST protocol that promote behavioral gains.

**Patients are also excluded if they—**

- Have a brain-penetrating gunshot wound.
- Have a history of severe brain injury.
- Have contraindications to MRI (e.g., titanium in brain).
- Are ventilator dependent.
- Have cardiac contraindications.
- Have indications that sound is not being received.

**Figure 3.** Exclusion criteria. MRI = magnetic resonance imaging.
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